DEPARTMENT OF POSTS, INDIA
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF POSTMASTER GENERAL,
MAHARASHTRA CIRCLE, MUMBAI 400001.

To,

1) The PMG, MM/Navi Mumbai/Mumbai / Pune / Nagpur / Aurangabad/Goa Region.
2) The G.M. Finance, O/O Chief PMG, Maharashtra Circle, Mumbai – 400 001.
3) The Controller of Communications Accounts, Juhu, Mumbai – 400 049
4) The Director (Mails & BD), Foreign Post, Mumbai.
5) The Director of Accounts (P), Nagpur-440001
6) The Director, Mumbai G.P.O. Mumbai-400001
7) All SSPOs/SPOs/SSRMs/SMRs in Maharashtra Circle
8) The Supdt. All PSDs/CSDs
9) The Manager AMPC/RLO, Mumbai
10) The Sr. Manager, MMS, Mumbai/Pune/Nagpur
11) All A.O.I.O.O. (SB) in Maharashtra Circle.
12) The Supdt. Engineer, Postal Civil Circle, Sion, Mumbai-400022
13) The Executive Engineer, Postal Civil Division, Mumbai/Pune/Nagpur
14) The Executive Engineer, Postal Electrical Division, Mumbai
15) The Officer Incharge, P & T Administration Cell, Army Postal Service Centre, PIN 300 746, C/O 56 APO.
16) The Officer Incharge, P & T Admn. Cell, APS Centre, Kamptee/ Colaba, MB-400005
17) The APMG (Staff), O/O Chief PMG, Maharashtra Circle, Mumbai
18) All Section Officers/Section Supervisors, Circle Office, Mumbai-400001.

No.: Rectt/41/AAO/LDCE/2018-19 dated at Mumbai the 14.05.2018

Subject: - Syllabus for limited Departmental Competitive Examination (LDCE) for AAO cadre of IP & T AFS Group ‘B’ under AAO RR, 2018 – allowing additional books in the Examination Hall—regarding

With reference to above cited subject please find enclosed herewith the Directorate’s letter No. 03-07-2016-PACE/DE/AAO/830-745 dated 11.05.2018 on the subject for information and further necessary action.

Enclosed: As above

(D.G.Chaskar)
Asstt. Director Postal Services (Rectt.),
O/o the Chief Postmaster General,
Maharashtra Circle, Mumbai 400001
Government of India
Ministry of Communications
Department of Posts, PA Wing
Dak Bhawan, New Delhi-110001

No.03-37-2016-PACE/DE/AAO/630-745

Dated:11.05.2018

To
1. All GMs (F)/DsA(P), Dept. of Posts
2. All Pr. CsCAs/CsCA, Dept. of Telecom
3. DG (NICF)/GM (F)RAKNPA, Ghaziabad

ADDENDUM

Sub: Syllabus for Limited Departmental Competitive Examination (LDCE) for AAO cadre of IP&T AFS Group ‘B’ under AAO RR, 2018-allowing additional books in the Examination Hall-reg.

Sir/Madam,

In continuation to this office letter of even No. 178 to 293 dated 04.04.2018 on the subject cited above, it is intimated that the following books are also added in the "Books allowed in the examination hall" for Paper-II:

(i) Swamy’s CEA Rules
(ii) Swamy’s Compilation of CCS LTC Rules
(iii) Swamy’s Compilation of CCS CCA Rules
(iv) Swamy’s Compilation of Conduct Rules

This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority. This may please be brought to the notice of all concerned.

Yours faithfully

(Julia Mohapatra)
DDG (F&PA-Admn)
Phone: 011-2304 4721
2309 6019
Copy forwarded for information to:-

1. PPS to Secretary (Post)/DG (Posts), DoP and PPS to Member (F)/Advisor (F), DoT.
2. PPS to Addl. DG (Coordination), all Members of Postal Services Board, DoP, JS&FA (DoP)
3. All Heads of Circle, Dept. of Posts.
4. All CGMs/Sr.DDsG/DDsG Postal Directorate, DoP.
5. DDG (E&T), DoT with the request to kindly arrange to upload the copy of this addendum on the website of DoT and endorse copies to recognized Staff Associations and all concerned in DoT Headquarter.
6. Sh. Ashok Kumar, GM (F) & Chairman, Examination Committee, Delhi-54.
7. Sh. Shivendu Gupta, GM (F) Jaipur, Convener of the Committee.
8. General Manager (CEPT), Mysore with a request to upload this on India Post website.
9. General Secretary AIPAEA, BPDEA & PTAFOA.

(Dharmesh Kumar)
Asstt. Director General (PA-Admn)
Phone:2304-4778